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Christine Polydoris 

Whole Parts 

I was more than my own body. 
For a while I lived these 
Feats of strength. 
The strength of 1,000 men, 
And women and children. 

Six legs stood for more, 
Traveled to particularly no place, 
Made it somewhere, 
Saw the sights through fly's eyes. 
I did all these things and more. 

Twenty-four fingers grasped great bodies 
Of information. And a roomful 
Of problems occasionally held a number 
Of egos under a number of thumbs, 
Set free by the mercy found 
In the palms of my twenty-eight hands. 

At night I'd dance a many-legged dance, 
And lie with two backs and three fronts. 
Dream and not dream, 
All in one night. 

But today I am this new thing. 
For some reason 
Whole parts of me are removed. 
I awoke last night 
To the sound of sixteen severed limbs 
Falling to the floor with a thud. 

Now I am simply the sound that came after. 
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jon Riedel 

Hands (for Cindy on her Confmnation) 

When you were born 
there were hands hovering 
expectantly 
slippery 
a simple pink in the outrageous glare 
of the flourescent lamps 
there were hands 
with pale half-moons for fingernails 
clutching each wisp of air 
as their own 

jesus 
in the faded, burnt days 
would hold children in his arms 
and wipe away the sand in their hair 
with his hands 
hands pulled from the depths of the oceans 
hands forged and riveted 
pulling his body across the silent garden 
on a long evening 
broken 
forever pushing 
pulling at stones 
caught in static space 
hands trailing through wheat stalks 
on a humid Shabbot 
hands resting on restless shoulders 
jostling through the Sea 

We talk with our hands 
more often than not 
we form green fires in silence 
and blow them across the room 
to catch the shadows 
the simple fragments 
of the hopes behind the eyes 

To confirm, to reconfirm 
is merely to touch 
to remember a lost coin 
in an old coat pocket 
a half-said promise 
still puckered and pregnant 
like a burning cinder 
We touch you with our hands today 
to teach you to reach 
to strain till your fingers fit easily 
into your skin 
to pull 
and to wait 
wait for loose and supple fingers 
pulling from the depths of silence 



jon Riedel 

Heart as Big as the Brazos 

You say you have a heart 
as big as the Brazos 
a8 wide as the scrapgrass 
prairie in Kansas 
as lonely as a car lost 
in a traffic jam 
as loving as the rain 
wrapping itself around ripe 
garden flowers 
just as you wrap yourself 
in these thoughts as if they 
were a cup of coffee 
and watch the bar stools spin 
but I can't quite believe you 
sometimes 

I sit next to you sometimes 
and write my notes on old 
napkins and shove them 
into my pockets 
so they bulge out 
like worn-out rabbit's feet 
I watch your eyes shift back and forth 
until they catch a scattered glance 
and then dart away like kittens caught 
in a pile of hay 
I see your loneliness dripping 
like ice-cold water into a rusty 
cup, a pale, bloody gruel that haunts 
the tails of your dreams 
I say you have a heart 
like a rusty cup running 
over until it drowns 
in its own private sorrow 
flowing aimlessly to 
the withered flowers. 
No, you don't have a heart 
like a river because rivers 
so often lose their hearts 
leaving only mouths trying to 
find the right words to say 
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jon Riedel 

Old Pictures 

I remember old pictures 
caught in stainless steel frames 
wrinkled 
women pulling hair over their eyes 
to block out a harsh sun 
toes dredging up the sand on the bottom 
of the lake 
faded algae clinging to the sides of a rowboat 
it's all here in black and white 
and they fit only loosely 
like an overgrown lawn 

I remember old pictures 
eyes poking through 
cracked glass 
unsure of the photographer 
and the proximity of the sun 
rippled waves of paint on old farm houses 
gray skies folding over the road 
the new Nash 
the rubber tires unmarred and anxious 
sits underneath a tree 
and bangs against a bookshelf 
somehow 
it needs a new frame 



Nathan Guequierre 
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Nathan Guequierre 

Two Poems from the Menominee Reservation 

Oshkosh Explains the Thirty-Two 

There are thirty-two speakers 
of the Menominee language left 
living in a ten-township county between 
Green Bay and Wausau- Each is different 
Each expressing the idea 
of a sawmill 
differently 
from the other thirty-one 
each seeing a different 
blue in the river 
when there are no clouds 
each understanding a separate 
heat falling 
from the sky 
on the hottest day of summer 



Oshkosh Tells of His Dream 

I am the man in the moon 
And how can that be? 
I wear golden earrings and 
I have golden eyes 
Eyes made of solid gold 
Glittering in the sun 
I can see for a thousand 
Miles because 
I am the man in the moon 
And I have these 
Skinny fingers 
I can push them into the ground 
When Winter is gone 
Like the roots of a violet 
When Winter is over 
And all of this ... 
I am the man in the moon 
I am freezing to death 
Alone here 
At the bottom of the bluest 
Of all the blue rivers 
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Heather Laymon 

The String that Ties the Package 

There was a woman 
who lived within strings. 
In the morning 
she would feel the pull 
of tendons as she stretched 
from her bed unwrapping 
the strands of hair 
entangled on her face. 

She found unknown strings 
in her soup at lunchtime 
and every dinner she found herself 
winding spaghetti around a fork 
for hours as the clock ticked 
around and around. 

Her friends strung 
their life stories out to her, 
twisting their secrets 
around her little finger. 
She felt their voices coil 
around her body 
like a telephone wire. 

She found herself 
tripping over vocal chords, 
so she spent quiet afternoons 
sleeping on a rope hammock 
weaving her fingers 
between the chords 
of a six-stringed guitar. 

And when she lay 
on her deathbed 
balding by the hour 
she felt herself 
unraveling like a ball of yarn 
until nothing remained 
but the hollowness of her bones 
discarded like a wooden spool. 



Heather Laymon 

Hourglass 

Since you last touched me 
I have become an hourglass. 
Every second counts, 
I feel it falling in my sandy blood 
as I am tilted this way and then that 
piling up beads of the past. 
I have visited so many deserts 
that there is a grain of desire 
in every glass house I build, 
but I can almost fool myself 
each time I pass through 
that thin glass tunnel 
imagining the bottom will disappear 
and my time with you 
will spread itself across 
the ocean and you will whisper 
"one more time around the world" 
to the waves behind my eyes 
as we find ourselves ashore 
again and again~. 

My love is falling 
with sandy days inside 
these windows where 
I tum my memories 
over and over 
waiting for my skin to crack 
into the tiny eyes of tomorrow 
this very moment. 
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Benjamin R. Clarke 

Dust on a Warm Buddha and What Clouds 
the Cradle of Memory's Awakening 

I won't forget the frame of my grandmother's cradle 
or the way the sun shone solid through the dust 
of our August attic, leaving my hands to warm 
on the belly of a long forsaken, temple-sized Buddha 
left by an uncle who somehow forgot his Korean awakening. 
Avoiding cobwebs, one day I stared out at the clouds. 

As new presents unwrap themselves, I wonder what clouds 
those older moments, keeping fmgers from the cradle -
the wood feels older, different, in my memory's awakening. 
In my passage to now, my feet have raised dust 
that block my backward glance, leaving uncle's Buddha 
less round, probably smaller and not always warm. 

When I searched some summertime toy, the trapped air would warm 
my skin and I cursed (in a Baptist boy way) the clouds 
of houseflies that rubbed my stomach like a good luck Budctha 
as they wrestled by me, and by the wooden cradle 
towards the light that shone through the diamond window's dust. 
The warmth, for them, began their wings' awakening. 

Those flies buzzing off the pane without ever awakening 
made me stop my cursing of the sweaty warm 
long enough to wonder, as I knelt in the dust 
ancJ.stared out through fly's eyes at forbidden clouds, 
if they guessed that they were doomed from the cradle 
to suffer in desire like a second-rate Buddha. 

Sweaty, I shone like the eyes of laughing Buddha, 
but no chant or word of truth's awakening 
was whispered by the wood that was only a cradle 
and not an Indian tree. I just knew warm 
was something I couldn't explain to the clouds 
and that flies hear people-talk as so much verbal dust. 

So I traced a map with my finger in the dust 
(I was the enlighted one, an insect Buddha) 
the way by doors and stairs that led to air and clouds, 
but even as I drew I was awakening 
to the fact that my flies would never even warm 
to the plan I left beside that cradle. 

I won't forget that the dust or my moments of awakening 
or my uncle's Buddha whose stomach was always warm, 
and swollen as the clouds I saw through grandma's cradle. 



Benjamin R. Clarke 

Stealing julia's Clothes 

She bathes her breasts down by the sea 
And clothes on shore call out to me 
That I might set my lover free. 

Stiff clothes have covered her too long 
To hide them close could not be wrong. 
In Nature, Nature's gifts belong. 
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Chris Kooiman 

Dance of the Sidhe 
(For Flute and piano) 
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Lila]. Toney 

At First Sight 

Did I feel this way the first 
time I ate ice cream? 
No. Ice cream doesn't burn 
inside like rum or 
a light bulb. 
I never trembled for ice cream, 
and ice cream never 
smiled back. 



Lila]. Toney 

Sonnet #3 
Waiting for the Sunrise 

The world is dark and still, and blind with night 
Which seems to open wide the moonless sky. 
Confusion mounts a winged horse to fly 
Within the reach of those who have no sight, 
And cannot see his secret, dark delight 
In tormenting them. Goats and children cry 
Out, each with tortured, angry, pleading high
Pitched voices begging for the unseen light. 
It cuts the darkness, sword-like, leaving gold 
In its wake; a soldier brought home to his wife 
On the wings of victory, so she might behold 
In him the promise of ended war and strife. 
It comes like birth; sharp and awesome, bold 
In its newness, filled with motion, song, and life. 
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Anne Fildew 
Aftermath 

When it is over, lie very still for a long time. Do not think about what has happened to you. Listen 
hard. Concentrate on the small sound of your blood dripping on the pavement. Feel the concrete 
beneath your fingers. Damn it for being ungiving. Bless it for holding you up. 

Do not think about whether or not he will come back. Do not think about him at all. Try to 
remember you are alive. Remind yourself that life is the most important thing. Breathe. 

When you can, try to stand up. Do this very slowly, feeling the ragged flesh between your legs tear
ing a little more. It doesn't matter now. It's over. Stand and steady yourself. Your hands are very still. 
Notice this and be surprised. 

Walk out of the park and onto a busy street. Stare at the cars. There are people in them. Scan their 
dashboards for weapons, knives with quick cunning blades. Knives with blades sharp enough to slice 
the skin covering a neck or a breast almost painlessly. Almost. 

Remember that most people on the street are going somewhere. Begin to walk, trying to look like 
everyone else. Surely you must have somewhere to go. You were going somewhere an hour ago. 
Where were you going? 

Look at the street again. Notice that a couple has stopped their car and is walking toward you. They 
do not appear to be dangerous, but one of them is a man. Don't scream. Think about how you must 
look. Feel your right eye, swollen so that you can hardly see, your fingernails broken and bleeding, 
your wrists bruised. Look at your body. Remember that people can see you now. They want to help 
you. Remind yourself of this. 

The people come to you and ask if they can do anything. Hear them ask what happened to you. Say 
nothing. Look at them carefully. Try to understand what they are saying. 

Hear. them ask if they can take you, to"Jhe hospitaLHospitaLYes. -That is where they take people 
who are broken. Nod at them. So what if they are strangers? Nothing could be worse than what has 
just happened. Get into their car and allow yourself to be driven away. 

The hospital is full of men. Many of them, doctors, have unlimited access to your body. Tell 
yourself that you don't care. That they are professionals trained to help you. Think that you are acting 
like a child, you, a grown-up educated woman. Think, there is nothing to be afraid of. Know that you 
are lying to yourself. You are terrified of them all. 

Hear your name called. Allow yourself to be taken to a small, bright room with no windows. Take 
your clothes and put on a buttonless paper robe. You must be cold. That must be why you are shak
ing. Hear the door open. See a police officer. Watch your clothes being taken and put into a bag mark
ed "evidence." 

See a doctor enter the room and ask the policeman to leave. Hear the policeman refuse, saying that 
he needs to question the victim. Tell the officer about the stack of forms you filled out in the waiting 
room. He can read those. He ignores you, looks only at the doctor, still refuses to leave. 

Try very hard to answer his questions as briefly as possible. Hear him ask several questions again 
and again. Yes, but how did he touch you there? Know that the man is a bastard. Only a bastard 
would beg for unnecessary details. Do not tell him what you think of him. Breathe. Focus only on the 
facts of the incident. Be cold and barely cooperative. Be a tough bitch. Above all, don't let yourself 
think. 

Finally the nurse asks him to leave so you can be examined. Smile at her faintly. Answer her ques
tions. Are you on any medication? Do you have any allergies? Who is your next. of kin? Is there a 
possibility you might have been pregnant? Are you sexually active? When was the last time you had 
normal intercourse? Think very hard. . 

The doctor will examine you now. Lie .back and put you feet in the stirrups. That's right. Take it 
easy. This may be a little uncomfortable considering the nature of ypur injuries. 
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Hold very still as the speculum is inserted. Bite your lip and do not cry. You are a good patient. 
Think that even though the pelvic exam seems to take forever, you can survive it. You survived this 
afternoon, didn't you? just hold on and try noLto think. Grip the hard metal edges of the table and 
hold on. 

The doctor will take some combings, scrapings, and tissue samples now. These can be used as 
evidence in the trial. You are going to press charges, aren't you? Nod. Yes. Most definitely yes. 

The blood test is not so bad. Remember that you have always hated throat cultures. Ask if you can 
omit this one. Haven't you had enough choking for one day? Sorry, cellular E.vidence is necessary for 
the lab reports. Only a few more questions. Do you have a venereal disease? If you recognize these 
symptoms, please seek treatment immediately. Would you like a prescription for the morning-after 
pill? Would you wish to terminate a possible pregnancy? Call us for assistance. 

You are led to the waiting room, where you are told to sit down. Close your eyes and lean back in 
the orange plastic chair. Wish for a cigarette. Remember that you don't smoke. Open your eyes and 
look at all the men. There must be hundreds of them, thousands. They all look the same. 

Suddenly he is there. Stand up, looking him squarely in the eyes. Feel his arms go around you. He 
holds you gently, but you know that if you were to slump against him, he would not let you fall. You 
are not afraid of this one. This one is okay. This one loves you. See the doctor who examined you 
come in with a chart. Watch him hand some papers to the police officer. Hear the officer say that he 
has agreed to release you. That your husband has arranged to delay the paperwork for a few days un
til you're feeling better. Watch the officer as he extends his hand to you. Feel your husband gently 
take your arm as you shake the man's hand. 

Allow yourself to be taken home. Follow your husband into the house. Notice that everything looks 
familiar, unchanged, and be suprised. Pet your retriever, who is bumping your hand with his wet 
nose. 

Hear your husband ask what you would like for dinner. Tell him you don't care, that you aren't 
hungry, really. Think that the house looked exactly .this .way v.rhen youleft.for work this mmning. Try 
not to think about the afternoon. Anyone would have walked home through the park. It was a 
beautiful day. Think about what you want for dinner. Dinner is very important. 

Remember how it felt the first time he hit you. Remember thinking how unfair it is that littlP boys 
learn this on the playground. Remember his fist slamming you against the concrete. Feel your head 
begin to throb. Notice that your hands are shaking and be suprised. Try, try not to think about what 
happened next. 

Kick off your shoes and run upstairs. Tear off your clothes and drop them on the bathroom floor. 
Get into the shower and stand under the spray, turning the knobs so that the water is almost scalding. 
Lather and rinse. Lather and rinse. Remember him touching you. Lather and rinse. See your skin tur
ning red. Lather. Lather. Lather. 

Hear his voice over the spray, honey, are you all right? 
Say yes. Know that you are lying. You are not all right. Begin to cry. 
Hear the shower curtain being moved aside. See him standing there. This one is okay. This one 

loves you. Tell him you are frightened. Tell him you are definitely not all right. Tell him you are sorry. 
See his shoes join vour bare feet. Feel him hug you, there in the shower. Breathe so raggedly your 

whole body shakes. Feel him stroking your wet hair. Notice that the sweater you gave him last 
Christmas is getting rumed. Notice that he does not notice this. Press yourself closer, glad that this 
one plays squash and lifts weights. This one is okay. 

Sit on the couch in his old terrycloth robe. Call your dog. Encourage him to jump up next to you. He 
knows he is not allowed on the furniture. Feel him flop down on your feet. Hear your husband call 
from the kitchen asking if you are okay. Stuff your feet farther under your big, hairy dog and answer 
yes. When your dog gets up to leave, don't let him. 



Grab the sheet next to him and wrap your fingers around it very tightly. Do not let go. It is warm 
from his body. Roll onto your side so that you can feel his warmth, but hold yourself carefully so that 
your bodies do not touch. Remember that you and he used to collapse against each other readily in 
sleep. 

Remember the other one and why it is different now. Think about how his hard fingers made you 
cry out in pain. See his face. Feel the knife against your ribs, cutting a little closer to the bone with 
each thrust of his body. Remember that you hated yourself for giving him the satisfaction of hearing 
you scream, once you knew it wouldn't help. 

Close your eyes and match your breathing to his. Try not to think about how the other one forced 
you to the ground, nearly cracking your collarbone. How his face looked, distorted and grim, as he 
tore at your clothing. Remember how you tried to calculate the dry-cleaning bill for your favorite silk 
suit as his knife and his fingers soiled it with your blood. Don't think about those final excruciating 
moments when you stared at his face. Try to forget that you prayed desperately for death. 

Feel this one roll onto his back, mumbling incoherently. Move a little closer and pray for sleep. Cry 
softly so that he won't hear you and wake up. 

Stay awake and hope he hears you. 
Turn his eggs carefully so that the yolks don't break. Glance at him, sitting at the table, barefoot, 

hair rumpled, reading the paper. Butter his toast. 
When everything is ready sit down beside him. Kiss him over his eggs. Tell him you are glad to be 

alive. Get up to feed the dog. Instead, stare out the window for a moment, then sit down. 
Watch him as he gets up to pour two cups of coffee. He puts Sweet and Low in yours- half a 

packet. Remember that he has asked you not to use it. He says it causes cancer. He says he'd love 
you even fat. Today he does it your way. 

Listen as he offers to work at home. You don't have to be alone, he says, if you will be frightened. 
Tell him you will be fine. Remind him you will have work to do as well. You have the dog. He will stay 
with you. Pet the dog under the table. Holchhis collarwith-one hand as~ you eat. 

Kiss your husband goodbye with your eyes wide open. Make sure he is not the other one. This one 
is okay. Clean up the breakfast dishes and feed the dog. Wait for him to finish eating and call him to 
follow you as you make the bed and get dressed. Go back downstairs with your briefcase. Make sure 
the dog follows you. 

Turn on the t.v. Watch the morning news. Open your briefcase and shuffle papers. Call the office. 
Tell the receptionist you are sick. Ask her to forward your calls. Pretend you are reading the report on 
top of your pile of papers. Read the first paragraph seven times. Watch a commercial for toilet bowl 
cleaner. Make sure the dog is still on the floor beside you. 

When the phone rings, answer it. Recognize the doctor's voice. Hear him tell you that the VD test is 
negative. Say that you are relieved or something like that. This reminds you of a Marcus Welby rerun. 
Hear the doctor tell you that your pregnancy test result was also negative. Tell him you know that. Re
mind him you are on the pill. Hear him say that you are lucky, that simplifies matters greatly. Agree 
with him. Oh yes, very simple. 

When you hang up, do not try to read again. Watch a show you've never seen before. It must be a 
soap opera. See a man and a woman having dinner in an expensive restaurant. Watch a diaper com
mercial. See women drinking coffee in a kitchen. Housewives don't take valium anymore. They want 
to be peppy. Peppy women are not too tired to attend their aerobics classes. They are energetic and 
strong. They would never be caught alone in the park without their handsome husbands. And if they 
were, they would certianly be able to out run a criminal because criminals still take drugs and aren't 
peppy people. 

Put down your coffee mug. You have been drinking tea. Pull your dog up onto the couch. Don't let 
him get down. He is afraid to be on the furniture. Pet him and tell him everything is fine. This is nor
mal now. From now on, he can sleep on the couch as long as he wants. As long as you are sitting 
there. 
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Watch the couple on the soap opera, finished with dinner, go back to the woman's apartment 
Watch her pour him a drink. See him kiss her again and again. jump off the couch, making the dog fly 
barking onto the floor. Run into the bathroom .. Kneel beside the toilet. When you have stopped getting 
sick, rest your head against the porcelain and close your eyes. Try not to think. Feel your stomach 
jerking painfully. Do not think. Do not remember. 

It is time. You are out of milk, fish, and vegetables. Remind yourself that it is your husband's tum. 
Know that you must do this. Look out the window. See that the sun is shining. Tell yourself that 
everything is fine. Put on your husband's sweater, the one he ruined in the shower. It fits you better 
now. 

Go out the back door and walk toward the garage. Stop. Hear your own breathing. Look for tall 
shadows around the car. Run back to the house. Call your dog. Ask him if he wants to go for a ride. 
Make him go into the car quickly, keeping him beside you. Make him ride in the passenger seat. Lie 
to him. Tell him he doesn't look silly. 

Park your car and remember that you can't take your dog into the grocery store. Get out alone and 
walk quickly to the entrance, looking at no one. Know that they are staring at you. 

Push your cart recklessly through the store, hiding in one ciisle until the next is empty. Know that 
you are panicking. Remind yourself that all kinds of people, not just criminals, go shopping. People 
just like you who work and go to the beach and walk in the park on beautiful days. People who get 
stabbed and murdered and are in the paper every day and no one does anything about it until after
wards when they ask you stupid questions and make you fill out forms and forget all about you and 
don't tell you what to do when you get hysterical and want to die and feel as if you're going crazy 
because you don't want to remember and you want everything to be like before but you can't stop 
thinking about it and every time your husband, who is a wonderful man and doesn't deserve any of 
this, every time he touches you, you remember the other one and what he did to you and the pain, the 
shock and the pain that were so bad you thought you wouldn't live through it and you wondered if he 
was going to kill you when~he was through and you hoped after a while that he would because you 
couldn't possibly live after this and if you were dead it would all just be over or at least you wouldn't 
be aware of it and you wished he would press the knife just a little bit harder and kill you and be done 
with it and then after a while you thought of your husband and the trips you wanted to take and your 
family and that crooked old tree in your parent's back yard where you built a treehouse when you 
were five and you had promised to cook fettucini alfredo for your husband tonight and a week from 
Monday was your anniversary and all of a sudden you didn't want to die, no, if you could just live 
through this, just hold on and survive this, you can survive anything you must do it because you have 
to work tomorrow and you want those children and you cannot die now you must hold on and live 
through this you can survive everything oh God, you think, please don't let me die, don't let him kill 
me oh, please, I'm sorry, I'm so so sorry and you stand in the supermarket gripping the cart and you 
want things to be like they were before and they're not. 




